(n) A conveyance used as part of a mobile NTP may only be supplied with narcotic drugs by the registered NTP that operates such conveyance. Persons permitted to dispense controlled substances to mobile NTPs shall not:
(1) Receive controlled substances from other mobile NTPs or any other entity;
(2) Deliver controlled substances to other mobile NTPs or any other entity;
(3) Conduct reverse distribution of controlled substances on a mobile NTP.

PART 1304—RECORDS AND REPORTS OF REGISTRANTS

7. The authority citation for part 1304 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 21 U.S.C. 821, 827, 831, 871(b), 958(e)–(g), and 965, unless otherwise noted.

§ 1304.04 [Amended]
8. In § 1304.04, amend paragraph (f) introductory text by adding “mobile narcotic treatment program,” after “exporter”.
9. In § 1304.24, revise the section heading and paragraphs (a) and (b) to read as follows:

§ 1304.24 Records for maintenance treatment programs, mobile narcotic treatment programs, and detoxification treatment programs.

(a) Each person registered or authorized (by § 1301.22 of this chapter) to maintain and/or detoxify controlled substance users in a narcotic treatment program (NTP), including a mobile NTP, shall maintain records with the following information for each narcotic controlled substance:
(1) Name of substance;
(2) Strength of substance;
(3) Dosage form;
(4) Date dispensed;
(5) Amount and dosage form taken home by patient; and
(6) Dispenser’s initials.
(b) The records required by paragraph (a) of this section will be maintained in a dispensing log at the NTP site, or in the case of a mobile NTP, at the registered site of the NTP, and will be maintained in compliance with § 1304.22 without reference to § 1304.03.

1. As an alternative to maintaining a paper dispensing log, an NTP or its mobile component may also use an automated/computerized data processing system for the storage and retrieval of the program’s dispensing records, if the following conditions are met:
(i) The automated system maintains the information required in paragraph (a);
(ii) The automated system has the capability of producing a hard copy printout of the program’s dispensing records;
(iii) The NTP or its mobile component prints a hard copy of each day’s dispensing log, which is then initialed appropriately by each person who dispensed medication to the program’s patients;
(iv) The automated system is approved by DEA;
(v) The NTP or its mobile component maintains an off-site back-up of all computer generated program information; and
(vi) The automated system is capable of producing accurate summary reports for both the registered site of the NTP and any mobile component, for any time-frame selected by DEA personnel during an investigation. If these summary reports are maintained in hard copy form, they must be kept in a systematically organized file located at the registered site of the NTP.
(2) The NTP must retain all records for the NTP as well as any mobile component two years from the date of execution, in accordance with § 1304.04(a). However, if the State in which the NTP is located requires that records be retained longer than two years, the NTP should contact its State opioid treatment authority for information about State requirements.

D. Christopher Evans,
Acting Administrator.
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Medical Malpractice Claims by Members of the Uniformed Services; Correction
AGENCY: Department of Defense (DoD) Office of General Counsel, DoD.
ACTION: Interim final rule; correction.
SUMMARY: The Department of Defense is correcting an interim final rule that appeared in the Federal Register on June 17, 2021. The interim final rule implements requirements of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2020 permitting members of the uniformed services or their authorized representatives to file claims for personal injury or death caused by a Department of Defense (DoD) health care providers in certain military medical treatment facilities. Because Federal courts do not have jurisdiction to consider these claims, DoD is issued this rule to provide uniform standards and procedures for considering and processing these actions.
DATES: This correction is effective on July 19, 2021.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Patricia Toppings, 571–372–0485.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In FR Doc. 2021–12815, appearing at 86 FR 32194–32215 in the Federal Register on Thursday, June 17, 2021, the following correction is made:

§ 45.11 [Corrected]
1. On page 32213, in the third column, line 47 from the top, in § 45.11, the second paragraph (g)(5) and paragraphs (g)(6) and (7) that follow are redesignated as (g)(6) through (8).

Dated: June 22, 2021.
Patricia L. Toppings,
OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.
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Drawbridge Operation Regulation; Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, Madeira Beach, FL
AGENCY: Coast Guard, DHS.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: The Coast Guard is changing the operating schedule that governs the Welch Causeway (SR 699) Bridge, Gulf Intracoastal Waterway mile 122.8, at Madeira Beach, Florida. This change will place the drawbridge on a daily operating schedule to alleviate vehicle congestion due to on demand bridge openings and balance the needs of all modes of transportation due to the